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Why was 5G defined?
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But not everyone agrees with 5G
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6G requirements, as proposed
in the literature
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6G possible technological
disruptions:
 TeraHertz spectrum (100 GHz - 3 THz) *
 Radio sensing and imaging
 Energy-free devices *
 Metasurfaces to control propagation *
 AI to optimise the performance of all
network elements, including the
physical layer *

Some envisioned
applications for 6G
 higher-definition multimedia (64K)
 advanced industrial and robotics applications

 communication for AI (in cloud, edge, devices)
 communication of the five senses
* currently investigated by Orange
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 augmentation of the human body
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Reliability

Societal and
environmental
expectations for 6G ?

6G need to consider societal benefits/risks
before technology
The World in 2035? 3 scenarios of a possible future
A technologyintensive
global world

 Unprecedented progress thanks to
science and technology… for those
who master them
 Abundant resource for some,
guaranteed minima for all
 AI run everyday’s life for the best
efficiency… but less free will
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A world of
citizens and
communities
sharing
commons

 Collective intelligence to enable
constrained optimization
 Structural sobriety and resilience,
sharing as a service
 Collaborating communities with
regional production and recycling
autonomy

A world
under heavy
stress
 Political, social, economic decline
 Unreliable supply of essential
resource (energy, food), imposed
limitations
 Nationwide and local organizations

Resulting 2035 society
stakes... for any world
Environmental responsibility
Inclusion and access to technology
Sustainable energy production and usages

Remote human interactions, work and education
Resilience to massive and successive crises
Affordable healthcare and elderly autonomy
Data security, privacy and sovereignty

Efficient industries and agriculture
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Priorities depend

on the future
scenario for
the planet
on the World
regions
others stakes
unknown
today
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Energy consumption needs
to remain stable

Need for significantly higher energy efficiency

on the same order as the capacity gain

…or to moderate the trafic growth

Network traffic streamlining, including users
assistance to moderate usages

…or to offload mobile trafic to fixed networks

Continuous improvement of Wi-Fi and fiber
technology efficiency
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Environmental impact
need to be limited E2E

The carbon footprint of ICT has to be reduced End to End : operators,
ecosystem and customers
 Quantify the E2E energy consumption /
CO2 impact

 Develop sustainable services and
equipment, incl. Terminals
 Ecosystem effort involving devices and
service providers
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Resilience, Security and privacy
need to be much higher
As the backbone of digital society, networks are already
today essential for social life, economy and public services
 as connectivity expands to more critical fields, expectations on
resilience, security and privacy grow stronger
 resilience = high robustness + fast recovery over failure

Security, privacy and resilience should be
 design criteria of the development of new features
 ensured in multi-tenant environments

Leverage artificial intelligence
 to predict problems, e.g. equipment failures or performance
degradation

 to detect attacks and automatically implement solutions
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Digital inclusion is a societal
and technology stake

Digital inclusion: A growing societal concern and an
Orange Group commitment

Coverage of low-density areas at affordable cost

 Need for lower cost terrestrial solutions, for humans
and machines
 Study of alternative technology: high-altitude platforms
(e.g. LEO satellites), D2D-based crowd networking

Access to technology for all

 Need for affordable terminals

 Need for a technology simple and intuitive to use
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Networks need to become
more EMF-aware

Current 5G deployments are impacted in some areas with tight EMF limits
 Imposes to lower the transmit power, which reduces coverage

Develop EMF-aware transmission is needed to ensure future technology deployability
 particularly for new frequency bands

Examples of EMF-aware transmission mechanisms include
High data rate beamforming
with flatter EMF in space

Massive IoT with RF tags without additional waves
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Performance and societal
requirements need to be considered
with equal importance
6G performance
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Need to formulate societal requirements and define their target values
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System design:
where to set the trade-offs?
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Digital inclusion
(Affordability, coverage of
low density areas)

Resilience

Flexibility and ease of operation
The technology needs to provide built-in capabilities to:
 maximise the performance of each design dimension in a
cost-efficient way (TCO)
 allow network operators to set the trade-offs
according to their needs
Automate any operation that can be
 To assist operationals in managing the growing
technology complexity
 For ease of adapting the network to customer needs
 For robustness to errors
 For faster than human reaction, especially to issues
 For economic performance
 For resilience
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How to set design targets for 6G ?
 to identify their needs and
concerns, ensuring societal
relevance and acceptability
 involve representatives of
consumers, enterprises and
service providers beyond the
telecom ecosystem

 take into account the return of
experience of 5G on the real
adoption of extreme
requirements
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Consult with
future users

Set design
targets
beyond 5G
capabilities

Identify new
use cases

Develop the
technology

 enable new services
responding to needs of the
future society
 enable future innovation
leading to valuable services
not identified at the time of
design

Work to be carried out by
existing forums, e.g.
 EC ICT-52 projects
 EC Smart Networks and
Services
 NGMN
 3GPP

Our technical priorities derive from the
expected societal requirements
 Higher capacity
 Environmental neutrality

 Resilience, security and privacy
 EMF-aware transmissions
 Digital inclusion

 Flexibility and ease of operation
Environment-related research directions
 technology energy efficiency
 network traffic streamlining, including
users assistance to moderate usages

 sustainable services, equipment and
terminals
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Take aways
We should define the societal benefits we want
6G to deliver before designing the system
 define societal requirements in addition to technical
ones

Performance and societal requirements need
to be considered with equal importance
 allow network operators to set the trade-offs
according to their needs

Involve consumers and service providers
to identify their needs in parallel with the
technology development
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6G societal requirements
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